FALCON INTELLIGENCE
Know Your Adversary and Better Protect Your Organization

INTELLIGENCE POWERS
EVERYTHING WE DO

GET AHEAD. STAY AHEAD.
CrowdStrike’s Global Intelligence team tracks
adversaries of all types — nation-state, criminal,
hacktivist, and activist — providing the customized
and actionable intelligence you need.

In today’s threat environment, it takes
people, processes, technology AND intelligence

With CrowdStrike Falcon Intelligence, you’ll develop

to protect against sophisticated and persistent

insights into the tools, tactics, and procedures of 70+

attacks. Threat Intelligence is

adversary groups – allowing you to plan for events in

no longer “nice to have”

the future, diagnose incidents more efficiently, and

-- it is a mandatory

monitor changes to your environment to prevent
damage from advanced malware and targeted attacks.

element in stopping
breaches and
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fundamental to
the CrowdStrike
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approach.
Designed for any

STRATEGIC, CUSTOMIZED AND
ACTIONABLE INTELLIGENCE

TECHNOLOGY

company that wants
to reduce cyber risk,

D E TA I L E D I N S I G H T

PRIORITIZED RESPONSE

Profiling of 70+
adversaries to provide
in-depth technical analysis
of their capabilities, motives,
and tradecraft

Optimize your resources to
determine targeted versus
commodity attacks, saving
time and focusing response
efforts on critical threats

PROVEN EXPERTISE

ACTIONABLE INTELLIGENCE

Leverage our world-class
intelligence team to
make informed decisions
and better protect your
organization from targeted
attacks

Improve your ability to
take decisive action against
emerging threats with
timely, thorough reports
and API feeds

this cost-effective program is
tailored to the each company’s needs
and requirements and addresses the legal
and technical aspects of preventing harm
that results from a cyber attack.

MEET THE ADVERSARIES
Get to know the newest and most active threat actors tracked by CrowdStrike

TURBINE PANDA is an adversary
believed to be operating out of the
People’s Republic of China. This group
focuses primarily on intelligence
collection against organizations in
the aerospace sector, including those
developing and operating aviation
technology for both civilian and
defense purposes. The majority of the
targeted organizations are located
in Western nations.

ROCKET KITTEN is an adversary group
that is suspected to operate out of the
Islamic Republic of Iran. Their primary
targets are Israeli organizations
adjacent to the defense and space
sector, Western governments,
and minorities as well as political
opponents in and outside of Iran.

The BERSERK BEAR adversary group
has strong ties to Moscow, Russia
as well as technical and operational
overlaps with other likely Russian state
sponsored groups such as ENERGETIC
BEAR, TEAM BEAR and VOODOO BEAR.
The targeting profile of the group
observed by CrowdStrike appears
to align very closely with the likely
collection priorities of
Russian intelligence

INTELLIGENCE OFFERINGS - DESIGNED TO MEET YOUR NEEDS
Falcon In t elligence : S TA ND A RD

Falcon In t elligence : P RE MIUM

A tactical intelligence service focused on delivering

Premium threat intelligence offering for organizations

a technical feed to help organizations better

that place high value on having comprehensive intel

defend themselves against adversary activity.

to ensure uninterrupted business operations.

WHAT YOU GET:

WHAT YOU GET:

- Actor and Indicator API access

- Actor and Indicator API access

- Maltego transform access

- Maltego transform access

- Limited web portal access to

- Full web portal access to all reports

adversary profiles

- Tailored intel
- Ability to submit malware for analysis
- Expert access

CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE ABOUT FALCON INTELLIGENCE:
1.888.512.8906 | sales@crowdstrike.com

